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UNITA attacks reported in Namibia
Angola's ambassador in Namibia has warned that there have
been several incidents of assaults by UNITA on Namibians.
Ambassador Garcia Bires said on 2 December that there had
been a "wave of assaults" along the border, where UNITA
were attacking Namibians, stealing their cattle and other
belongings. UNITA troops were crossing the border by the
Cuango River, and the activities were mainly between Kuando
Kubango and Rundu in Namibia. (Angola Peace Monitor,
12118195)

SA and Mozambican defense deal
South African Defense Minister Joe Modise spoke at a recent
signing ceremony with his Mozambican counterpart, Aguiar
Mazula. They signed a letter of intent to lift landmines in
Mozambique. The defense agreement signed also covers mili
tary training, combined exercises, military intelligence and
coop~ration in military medical services. (Reuters, 216196)

Beloved Leader Jean Sindab Dies
See tribute on page 10

Anti-Apartheid Scholar and Activist
Harold Wolpe Dies

The Mozambique Solidarity Omce extends its
deepest sympathy and regards to the family and
friends of Harry Wolpe. We wish it to be noted that
many in the US anti-apartheid movement and the
general anti-racism movement were his students
and colleagues.

Renowned anti-apartheid activist and scholar Harold
Wolpe died Friday, January 19, 1996 after a short illness.
Wolpe, famous for his 1963 escape from Pretoria's maxi
mum security prison, wrote one of the definitive analyses of
apartheid in 1972 entitled "Capitalism and Cheap Labor:
from Segregation to Apartheid." In 1989 he authored the
even more comprehensive work, Race, Class and The
Apartheid State. At his death he was involved in the nation
al commission for restructuring higher education and had
co-authored with Elaine Unterhalter and Thomzamile Botha
a pivotal collection of essays, Education in a Future South
Africa: Policy Issues for Transformation." (Southscan,
1126196 & Guardian Weekly, 1128196)
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Primary school ordered to accept black
students
On February 16th, in the first class-action ruling since South
Africa's transition from apartheid that addresses the issue of school
desegregation, a Supreme Court judge ordered an all-white public
school in a conservative rural community located 160 miles north
of Johannesburg to admit black children that it had tried to prevent
from enrolling.

Governrnent officials said they may deploy police or soldiers
to ensure the safety of the three new students. The children range
in 8 to 13 years of age. Their application to enroll was denied by
the school's white governing body, and their family's home was
vandalized and sprayed with graffiti. The judge also ordered the
Potgietersrus Primary School to admit at least 18 other children
who had been turned away, and to pay the legal costs of the black
parents. All but 30 of the 600 white children have been removed
by their parents from the school to protest the enrolment of black
children. (Boston Globe, 2110-17-27196)
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USAID threatens food aid to
Mozambique
The United States Agency for International Development
(USAID) asserted in mid-January that 1,407 tons of American
purchased yellow maize had been stolen during the year from
Maputo's port Mozambican port authorities disputed the figure
saying that around 500 tons were missing. In response, USAID,
Mozambique's biggest food aid honor, said that unless concrete
steps were taken to reduce theft at the Mozambican ports, it would
no longer finance commercial food deliveries through the
Mozambican port system. (Southscan, 1126196)
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UN Secretary-General warns of slow
progress
Even before UNITA withdrew from quartering its troops the
Secretary-General of the UN in his report (S/1995/1012) had
stated his concern that "for both political and logistical reasons,
this process is almost one year later than intended and is pro
ceeding at a very slow pace; on 1 December 1995, those who had
reported for cantonment of Vila Nova numbered only 363 and
the Government complained that they were 'boy soldiers' with
unserviceable weapons".

ANGOP, the official Angolan News Agency, reported that
the regional commander of UNAVEM ill warned in late October
that the quartering process in Uige Province could be delayed
owing to the poor participation ofUNITA. Apparently UNITA
had agreed at a meeting of the Joint Commission to provide 500
men to pitch tents, but only 80 had turned up.

The United Nations Humanitarian Assistance Co-ordination
Unit in Luanda (DCAR) has reported that "it is important that
UNITA starts being fully involved in the self-construction pro
grammes for the families in the quartering areas as planned for
the commencement of the quartering phase".

Washington visit marks closer
relationship
The fIrst official visit to the United States by a Head of State of
the Republic of Angola took place in early December, marking
an enormous improvement in relations between the two coun
tries. Previous US administrations had given large scale support
to the anti-government UNITA organisation.

President Jose Eduardo dos Santos arrived on 7 December,
and met with congressmen and senators. On 8 December he met
with President Clinton for three hours. Policy makers, investors
and other interested parties also turned out in large numbers to
hear the Angolan leader at the influential Centre for Strategic
and International Studies. However, the visit to the United States
was not without controversy. The Secretary-General of the
United Nations, Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali canceled a planned
meeting with President dos Santos in New York because of the
Secretary-General's "schedule".
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MOZJlmbique Solidarity Office (MSO). We started
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UNAVEM face opposition
The Secretary-General of the United Nations reported to the
Security Council (S/1995/1012) that "a propaganda campaign
was launched against UNAVEM ill in the Provinces of Uige and
Benguela, apparently with the encouragement, or at least the
connivance, of both parties. Hostile demonstrations were held at
the UNAVEM ill regional headquarters in Uige and, in a
Government-controlled radio programme, the population of the
province was urged to 'prepare for war' against UNAVEM ill. In
separate incidents on 24 and 25 October, UNAVEM ill and
UCAR convoys were detained and subject to harassment by
UNITA".

In a further incident, on 12 December, a dozen Zimbabwean
blue helmets had their weapons and vehicles stolen from them by
UNITA elements. There have also been reports of UNITA
besieging Brazilian soldiers in Andulo in Bie Province.
According to the Brazilian Ambassador in Angola, one of the
complaints by UNITA which led to UNITA taking action against
the Brazilian troops was that during a religious service a
Brazilian had repeatedly referred to Judas, which UNITA saw as
a direct reference to Savimbi.

_.-._.,,>:~....----
UNITA restarts quartering troops as
UN deadline approaches
On 19 January UNITA leader, Jonas Savimbi, pledged to confIne
16,500 troops by 8 February, which also marks the anniversary
of the creation of UNAVEM ill. UNITA's conference increased
the pledge to 20,000, as long as UNAVEM could provide the
necessary logistics.

UNITA had suspended the confInement of troops on 4
December 1995 following military clashes between Government
and UNITA troops around the town of Sumba in the northern
province of Zaire.

The confmement of troops restarted on 17 January at the
Tchikala-Tcholohanga assembly areas (formerly Vila Nova) in
the central Huambo province. The South African Press
Association (SAPA) reported on 25 January that a total of 693
soldiers had been quartered. Estimates of the total number of
UNITA troops vary widely. SAPA reports that UNITA have
63,000 troops.

One unconfIrmed source in Luanda reported to ACTSA that
UNITA officers have received orders to demobilise a whole
brigade, including heavy armour.
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UNITA annual conference agrees to
continue with peace process
UNITA has confmned that it will continue with the implementa
tion of the peace process, but with new conditions for its contin
ued participation. UNITA decided that it will participate in the
Government structures agreed under the Lusaka Protocol, which
gives it the following positions:

4 cabinet ministers, 7 deputy ministers, 6 ambassadors, 3
provincial governors, 6 deputy provincial governors, 20 munici
pal administrator, 25 deputy municipal administrators, 45 com
munal administrators.

UNITA has stated that it will only join the Government if a
common platform to deal with the social and economic crisis can
be agreed. Furthermore, it has demanded that its members are
not forced to leave the party, and that the "ban" on UNITA and
its activities be lifted.

On the question of quartering UNITA troops, the conference
demanded that the Angolan Army, FAA, should be returned to
barracks. This is a new condition, as the Lusaka Protocol only
requires the FAA to remain in situ, and not to occupy areas held
byUNITA.

Government protests Zaire flights
The Government of Angola has increased its protests over the
continuing use of Zaire as a conduit for the movement of military
men and materials. It handed over a formal protest to the Zairean
Government on 22 December, and wrote to the Secretary
General of the Organisation of African Unity on the same day,
following a plane crash on Angolan territory. The fatal crash,
which resulted in the deaths of 139 Angolans, originated in
Zaire. The Angolan Government claimed that the plane was
being used to move weapons and personnel belonging to
UNITA.

In a statement, UNITA admitted that the aircraft Electra,
owned by Trans Service Airlift, was chartered by UNITA.
However, it claims that the plane was carrying evacuees from
Jamba. Angola's Ambassador to the UN also wrote to the UN
Security Council's Sanctions Committee on 3 January, condemn
ing Zaire's violation of paragraphs 19 and 20 of Resolution 864
adopted in September 1993.

Riot police quartered
The Government has met another condition in the Lusaka
Protocol by ordering the return to base of the Rapid Intervention
Police. The anti-riot squads began their return to base on 10
January, with a movement to three bases in Luanda

The anti-riot squad has now also returned to bases in Uige
and Huambo. By 26 January, 2,000 of these police officers had
returned to base, completing the ftrst phase of the conftnement

process.

UN Committee on UNITA arms
admits failure
The UN Committee established to oversee the implementation of
the arms embargo against UNITA has admitted that its effective
ness is dependent upon the cooperation of the states concerned.

The Committee was set up to monitor the mandatory sanc
tions against UNITA relating to the sale or supply of arms and
related material, as well as of petroleum and petroleum products.
It ~so had the task of reporting violations to the Security Council
and to make observations and recommendations. In its report,
dated 17 January, the committee stated that its activities had been
to:
- send letters on 15 November 1993 to Botswana, Congo,
Namibia, South Africa, Zaire and Zambia to ask for assistance;
- send letters on 19 November 1993 to Namibia, South Africa,
Zaire and Zambia regarding allegations of violations;
- prepare a report to the Security Council on 14 July 1994.

Meanwhile, the organisation Human Rights Watch/Africa is
to publish a report on 6 February detailing the continued use of
Zaire as a conduit for the breaking of the arms embargo on
UNITA.

"II
Executive Outcomes contract ended
Military advisers from the South African organisation Executive
Outcomes have left Angola following the termination of their
Government contract. It has been rumoured that Executive
Outcomes personnel have now been redeployed to Sierra Leone.

Military actions continue
The London-based journal Southscan reported on 5 January that
UNAVEM has moved some of its Zimbabwean peace-keepers to
the two most contested areas, Sumba, 40krn east of Soyo, and
Mango Grande, 40krn south, in Zaire Province. Concern has
been expressed that the movement of UNAVEM troops to the
area will weaken their presence in other areas.

The Government has agreed to remove its troops from areas
taken during ftghting with UNITA, but only in order for UN
peace-keepers to take over. The Government justillcation for the
military actions in December was that UNITA was using those
areas to launch attacks on the strategically important oil town of
Soyo.
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South Africa
S.A. government land reforms
The government has proposed land refonns to remedy inequali
ties between blacks and whites, following these three main strate
gies: 1) It intends to redistribute public and.private land to
impoverished blacks who apply for it; 2) It is restoring land or
providing restitution to blacks who were dispossessed by racially
discriminatory land laws dating to 1913; 3) It wants to refonn
the current mishmash of laws to give blacks a more secure hold
on the tribal or traditional lands that they now occupy.

The land reform plan proposes setting aside $115 million in
1996-7 to give black families grants up to $4,100 each to buy
land. Special attention will be given to remove legal restrictions
on women's access to land. By customary law, a woman does not
have the right to own land. For example, if a woman and her hus
band worked on a piece of land for many years and he dies, she
has to marry his brother to stay on the property or become the
subject of her eldest son. But the property never becomes hers.
These laws are still strictly adhered to in some rural areas. (SA
Political Update, 2/2/96 & Boston Globe, 2/2/96)

Apartheid army tied to poaching
In the first official confmnation that the army was involved in
trading which contributed to the near extinction of rhinos and
elephants in Angola and Namibia, a South African judicial com
mission released a 200-page report in mid-January detailing the
massive trafficking of ivory and rhino hom to fund wars in the
neighboring frontline countries.

The commission was appointed by President Nelson
Mandela in October 1994. The report lambasts a scheme hatched
by conservationists in the late 1980s to use fonner British special
forces officers to combat poaching in Southern Africa. It
describes Operation Lock --- fmanced by Prince Bernhard of the
Netherlands and set up by John Hanks (then the World Wildlife
Fund's project manager at its headquarters in Geneva) --- as
being "accountable to no one". Extracts from a secret document
(called Q in the report) which shows that the anti-poaching oper
ation was infiltrated by members of South African military intel
ligence after it set up headquarters in South Africa. This was
apparently designed to ensure Operation Lock could be "put to
good use by the necessary South African infonnation collecting
departments". Hanks said his involvement in purchasing rhino
hom to entrap smugglers was a sincere attempt to save Africa's
dwindling black rhino stocks. (MG, 1110/96 & Boston Globe,
1/18/96)

Cuban doctors to South Africa
At least 100 Cuban doctors will arrive in South Africa soon to
fill rural posts left open by a medical "brain drain," a cabinet
minister said Thursday. Surveys show up to half of the English
speaking medical graduates in South Africa emigrate soon after
graduation.

The Cuban doctors all passed examinations set by South
Africa's Medical and Dental Council to test their qualifications
and language proficiency. They will be sent to rural areas on
three-year contracts initially and would be given the opportunity
to renew.

Health Minister Nkosazana Zuma, South Africa's first black
health minister and a senior member ofPresident Nelson
Mandela's ruling African National Congress (ANC), said Cuba's
support of the ANC in the fight against apartheid had helped in
securing the doctors. Upon her return from an eight-day trip to
Cuba to finalize the deal, Zuma said: "We are the beggars...They
did mention...that it is only because they were part of the struggle
(against apartheid) in South Africa that they wanted to be part of
the transfonnation."

Her Cuban recruitment plan was criticised when she outlined
it last November by doctors' groups whose members said they
were worried the drive would allow the government to avoid
meeting demands for better salaries and working conditions at
state hospitals and clinics. The groups have held talks with Zuma
and her ministry several times since then and the scheme has
now been cautiously accepted. Health department officials said
last month they planned to dramatically improve primary health
care in South Africa where there are only 22,000 doctors for the
43 million population. The majority of doctors are in urban areas.
Rural areas, where most of the black majority live, suffer from
acute shortages of doctors and medical facilities. (Reuters,
2/8/96)

Pretoria criticized at SADC meeting
South Africa's southern neighbours criticised Pretoria on Friday for its failure to put its weight behind the region's main annual aid
and development conference. Botswana's Vice-President Festus Mogae, who chaired the meeting of the 12-nation Southern African
Development Community (SADC), said in his closing address South African ministers had been "prominent by their absence".

The theme this year for the week-long SADC conference was ways to enhance trade and investment and lessen the region's tra
ditional dependence on aid. Mogae said he was satisfied the conference had done its best to get across the message that the region
offered "immense opportunities for trade and investment", and that it was in transition to democracy, peace and stability.

SADC is made up of Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. It has set an August target for a multi-lateral trade agreement on the road to a regional free trade
zone. Post-apartheid South Africa joined 18 months ago. A conference communique stressed the need for the agricultural, food and
natural resources sectors to be given development priority "as they provide the fast track to development and integration".
(Reuters, 2/2/96)
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South Africa
Panel meets about war effects
on children
Charging at a news conference that 15 million children have
been killed or wounded in armed conflicts over the past decade,
chairwoman Graca Mache1 of Mozambique said, "Impunity is
something we should not accept.... We are going to call for a
legal framework in which targeting children, turning children
into killers or targets of conflict ... should be declared a war
crime, a crime against humanity." Machel, widow of former
Mozambican president Samora Machel, heads a panel of experts
who will report to the U.N. General Assembly in September on
the effects of conflict on children. The panel includes Nobel
peace laureate South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu and
Nobel laureate Nigerian writer Wole Soyinka.

South African President Nelson Mandela urged the panel
when he opened their meeting Monday to "make an example" of
people and governments who abused children in the recent con
flicts in central Africa and central Europe. The panel will meet
again in Stockholm in May to begin drafting the report to the
U.N. General Assembly. (Reuters. 1131/96)

Workshop to tackle rural poverty
The U.N. International Fund for Agricultural Development
(!FAD) said on Monday it would co-host an international work
shop in Cape Town later this month to decide how to tackle rural
poverty in southern Africa The workshop, organised with the
12-nation Southern Africa Development Community (SADC)
and the World Bank, would be held from February 19-22.

160 delegates, including ministers, non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), managers of rural development projects
and fmancial institutions are expected to attend. Delegates will
assess the impact of economic policies on rural poverty and
IFAD said the organisers hoped the gathering would enable par
ticipants to develop a broad consensus on how to overcome
poverty. The UN has declared 1996 an International Year for the
Eradication of Poverty. (Reuters. 2/5/96)

Angola and South Africa sign
cooperation agreement
The foreign ministers of Angola and South Africa signed a
cooperation agreement Thursday which Angola said marked a
new phase in relations between the countries that were once bit
ter enemies.

South African Foreign Affairs Minister Alfred Nzo told
reporters the agreement promised cooperation on various issues
to enhance relations between the two countries. Nzo met
Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos for a briefing on the
peace process in the country which has been torn by Africa's
longest civil war, saying: "South Africa ... is very close to the
peace process in this country because we believe it is a funda
mental platform for stability in Angola and stability in our
region.... We have promised the Angolans that we shall do
everythitig possible to assist in the promotion of the progress of
the peace process." South African President Nelson Mandela is
expected to visit Angola in March. (Reuters. 211196)

Eugene De Kock before the Truth
Commission?
In the current trial of Colonel Eugene De Kock, a former assas
sin and ammunitions trader, has been charged with 121 counts
of fraud, murder and the unlawful possession of arms. He has
now indicated that he is prepared to testify before the Truth
Commission, hoping to receive clemency or mitigation of sen
tence. But according to the Truth Commission legislation,
hU]Ilan rights abuses of a particularly heinous nature do not qual
ify for amnesty. Colonel De Kock possesses vital information on
human rights abuses committed by security forces in the 1980s
and 1990s.

De Kock can provide fIrst hand accounts of the way anti
apartheid activists (like lawyer Bheki Mlangeni, Dr Fabian
Ribeiro and his wife, Matthew Goniwe and David Webster)
were killed by himself and members of the death squads, locally
and abroad. In the 1990s he supplied weapons like rocket
launchers, assault rifles, landmines and ammunition to the IFP,
Some believe the weapons are still stockpiled in Ulundi, the
IFP's base. He will most likely implicate senior IFP officials
like senator Philip Powell and Transvaal IFP leaders, Humphrey
Ndlovu and Themba Khoza in gun running and covert opera
tions. Colonel De Kock also trained members of the Self
Protection Units (SPU's) at bases in KwaZulu Natal like the
Mlaba camp near Hhluhluwe. (SA Political Update. 2/2/96)

Apartheid victims to tell stories
in public
Within the next two months, Archbishop Tutu's statutory Truth
and Reconciliation Commission will invite victims of the
apartheid conflict to begin to tell their stories in public. "We are
hoping to uncover as much of the truth about our past as possi
ble and in doing so to deal with the past effectively ... to pro
mote national unity and reconciliation."

One issue he fInds difficult is that the amnesty that was part
of the three-year negotiations on the surrender of white power
does not require repentance. "There are those who would say
glibly: Let bygones be bygones. Amnesia Wipe the slate clean.
Then there are those who are saying we want justice, we want
retribution, even revenge." Tutu said it would be part of the
search for reconciliation to deal with the opposition of those,
including the family of black activist and leader Steve Biko,
killed in police custody, who want apartheid killers or liberation
guerrillas to be punished. "But I do know, too, that most, cer
tainly in the black community, set very high store by forgive
ness. Very many of those who have suffered all sorts of indigni
ties are willing and ready to forgive," he said.

Acting under the authority of South Africa's fIrst all-race
parliament elected in April 1994, President Nelson Mandela
appointed Tutu and his panel in December, giving them up to
two years to close the book on apartheid. With the authority of
Supreme Court judges, the panel will take evidence on the
human rights record of the struggle over apartheid - by search or
subpoena if necessary - pardon its criminals and offer largely
nominal compensation to its victims. (Reuters. 2/4/96)
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Mozambique and Angola
Angola From the Ground Up

~ .~. ='iiXtl!:tJ.llia.
By Shona Wills, who recently returned from running a
school in Anguila, Angola with the International Institute for
Cooperation & Development. She describes a situation in the
land mine-filled rural area she lived in.

About 15 miles outside Benguela town, in the Cavaco Valley, a peasant
fanner and his wife are gathering firew<XXl for their evening meal, a chore
practiced by nearly all of the 3,<m local residents. The man walks a few
steps ahead ofhis wife, cutting at the low brush with a machete. Suddenly,
the earth explodes beneath his feet and he is thrown several meters into
the air. His wife approaches our small preschool in tears, hoping that the
only vehicle in the area will be present A couple ofwOIkers set out with a
wheelbarrow to fetch the victim. They walk in single-file ovex a mile of
treacherous land before reaching the injured men.

Our Landcruiser awaits them as they reach the school This elicits
cheers of g<XXl humor since othexwise there would have been little ho~
for the man's survival. The dirt roods in Cavaco are difficult to navigate in
any vehicle, but walking into the town's hospital would have been ho~
less due to the great distance. The bl<XXly man is placed in the Landcruiser
and rushed to the hospital. Although his leg is attached by only a few ten
dons, the man is conscious and alext He begs his wife to raise his leg up to
ease the~. Two hours after the incident, he anives at the hospital and it
is ~tennined that, ifhe survives, he will lose a leg and likely an ann. This
was the tenth mine to expl<Xle in that confined area within the past eight
months. Two victims haddied and the eight others wexe seriously injured

Despite the cease-fire agreed at Lusaka more than a year ago,
Angola now faces perhaps the most devastating product of its 19-year
civil war. Expexts believe there are between 10 million and 20 million
land mines strewn across the counlly. UN agencies and NGOs are cur
rently conducting mine awareness programs in the provinces of Bengo,
Kwanza SuI, Kwanza Norte, Malange, Bie, Huambo, Benguela and
Moxico. Demobilized soldiers of the Angolan Armed Forces (FAA) and
UNITA mine instructors have been woIting together under ~nnel
fran UNAVEM III. This collaboration has proven beneficial in learning
the location of mines placed by both parties. Once the mines are located,
demining operations will cost up to $1,00:> per mine. A hefty price com
pared to the $3 to $30 itcosts to make one.

As an expatriate living and wOIking in Angola. I witnessed the grisly
results of many mine explosions and I avoided those areas deemed
unsafe. However, I had no need to trek miles in search offirewood. When
electricity was available, about 35% of the time in Benguela Province, I
could use my stove to code and when unavailable I could JXlIChase char
cool at an outdoor market Of course, this is not the norm for more than
four million impoverished Angolan citizens. WIth inflation rates exceed
ing 1,ax>~r cent per year and the vast migration ofdislocated citizens to
urban areas, firew<XXl is not an affordable pwchase nor is it simple to
acquire by natural means.

Few trees stand in Benguela and those that do are located in areas
known to be strewn with land mines. While Angolan men and women are
risking their lives in a daily search for this most valued necessity, the intex
national community continues to ~bate over the pOOoction and use of
land mines.
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Land to stay with the State
Despite pressure from major Western donors, especially the
World Bank, the Mozambican Parliamentary Agriculture
Committee has recommended that land remain the property of
the State. Celina Cossa, President of the National Peasants
Union, said ''We want peasants guaranteed...their land rights.
We do not want the creation of cunning systems and mecha
nisms that from the start mean that poor peasants do not have the
same standing as more favored members of society.

. Additionally, the proposed new land law seeks more protec
tion for women and in a reversal of FRELIMO policy, the law
proposes that traditional chiefs be given responsibility over the
allocation of plots in many areas. (Noticias 2/5/96)

Action in Swedish/Norwegian
aid theft
Mozambican Minister of Agriculture Carlos do Rosario
announced that his ministry had taken disciplinary measures
against three officials involved in the theft of Swedish and
Norwegian aid funds. The action was in part a response to the
Swedish and Norwegian government demanding Mozambique
return $2.3 million in "lost and untraceable" funds. The money,
part of a $10 million aid package, had been donated for
Mozambique's Emergency Seeds and Tools Program (PESU).
The Minister indicated a continuing investigation with the likeli
hood of further punishments. (AIM 2/4/96)

US Ambassador to Mozambique
attacks Mozambique Information
Agency (AIM)
us Ambassador Dennis Jett in a letter to several Mozambican
news editors has accused the government-backed Mozambique
Information Agency (AIM) of being biased. As evidence he says
that AIM never refers to RENAMO by its real name "but usual
ly by the label 'armed bandits' (BAs)." Ambassador Jett cited as
further proof the fact that AIM referred to RENAMO as a "for
mer rebel movement" but did not call FRELIMO a "former
tebel movement." (Mediafax, 1/15/96)

UNESCO: Mozambique needs human
rights culture
A major UNESCO conference, January 17-19 1996, keynoted
by Minister of Culture Mateus Katupha, has declared that
Mozambique must build a culture that will support human
rights. The country's attorney general, Sinai Nhatitima. charac
terized the current situation as "a culture of illegality with a
frenzied chase after material goods leading to the violation of
human rights."

Government and opposition conference participants united
in a final declaration that the culture of violence be replaced by a
culture of peace with respect for human rights. Participants also
said they would work towards creating an African Peace Center
where the communicative dialogue begun can be continued.
(AIM 1120/96)



Book Review
Book Review by Susan White, 1/30/96:
Ending Mozambique's War by Cameron Hume. Washington, D.C., United States
Institute of Peace, 1994. pp. 147 Paper $14.95
Given its low position on the agenda of international priorities, ences of the parties will not change during the course of a negoti-
Mozambique is always in need of a wider audience, and
Cameron Hume, as deputy chief of the United States Mission to
the Vatican and observer to the Mozambique peace negotiations,
attempts to reach one. Hume offers a useful and readable docu
mentation of how the peace process unfolded. However, the
book's value is limited as an authoritative analysis on negotiation.

Hume's account is most interesting in his thorough recording
of the historical evolution of how this peace process with its
unusual cast of mediators came to the table. By observing the ten
cycles of formal negotiation talks that occurred in Rome between
July 1990 and July 1992, Hume shows the stamina required by
all participating parties to carry the process through to a settle
ment The day-to-day strain and unpredictability of negotiating
peace between a South African backed insurgency turned politi
cal party, RENAMO, and an entrenched previously unchallenged
government party, FRELIMO, unfolds in Hume's effort to cap
ture the extensive dynamics of the process. His fascination with
the peace process, respect for the mediators, and attention to
detail is enlightening due to its careful monitoring of the process.

His comprehensive review of the private voluntary organiza
tion, the Community of Sant'Egidio is revealing in its implica
tions about what would have been an impotent traditional diplo
macy process without them. The significant role of this particular
party to the negotiations raises important questions about work
ing within or outside a process of traditional diplomacy when
addressing conflict situations as desperate as Mozambique's.
Hume captures the erratic pace of the process and patiently
records intricate nuances ranging from Dhlakama's not "showing
up" for meetings to President Chissano's resistance to recogniz
ing RENAMO as having a status equal to the FRELIMO
Government.

Hume's primary purpose is to record the negotiations and
then interpret what he witnessed based on Roger Fisher/William
Ury's theoretical framework for bargaining. This framework
focuses on identifying interests of parties within a context of
"principled" negotiation. "Principled" negotiation, a much
debated term in the negotiation field, assumes the good-will and
rationality of participating actors. According to this model,
Hume successfully proceeds to identify the numerous parties
involved in the Mozambican negotiation process supplemented
with interesting background information. He also distinguishes
the divergent interests of the parties and the common ground nec
essary for any progress: RENAMO and FRELIMO are both rep
resenting Mozambicans. Hume tracks the mediators persistent
efforts to bring focus repeatedly back to this fundamental truth.
According to Hume, and consistent with the Fisher/Ury negotia
tion model, reconciliation between "Mozambicans" was the key
from which the conflict could reach resolution.

I fmd fault, however, with Hume's choice of the FisherjUry
theoretical framework for analyzing the negotiation process. In
short, this method assumes a constancy about the primary inter
ests of involved disputants that is fundamentally immune to
external forces. Hume's interpretation assumes that the prefer-

ation. More contemporary interpretations of negotiation theory
and practice argue for recognition of uncertainty as a driving
force behind negotiations which allows for the possibility that
interests of either party may change.

_ In the Mozambique case, numerous outside factors can be
cited as powerful influences on the negotiations. For instance,
President Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe intervened early on in the
process to prevent a complete abandonment of the peace negotia
tions. Another influential event coinciding with the negotiations
was Nelson Mandela's release from prison. This event and the
historic shift in South Africa's Government had dramatic implica
tions for the Mozambican negotiations: RENAMO's stronghold
of support was disintegrating. Peace process observers surmised
that President Chissano's avid practice of transcendental medita
tion predisposed him to consider the possibility of RENAMO
being granted legitimacy as a political party. Originally, the
Government wanted peace with RENAMO without the major
political recognition that in the end resulted. The negotiations
were deeply affected by the FRELIMO Government's acceptance
of what was previously unacceptable. At a key point during the
negotiations, President Nelson Mandela met privately with
President Chissano. What impact did those conversations have
on President Chissano's willingness to negotiate certain issues?

I would argue that these elements occurring outside of the
negotiation were critical factors to the success of an agreement
between President Chissano and Dhlakama. The Fisher/Ury
model views external sources of power as insignificant. Their
model focuses only on power as demonstrated within the con
fmes of the negotiation process. My objection is that this limited
interpretation of power does not fully acknowledge the potential
impact of a meeting like the one that President Mandela had with
President Chissano. President Mandela's prestigious position in
the international arena combined with his strong historical sup
port for FRELIMO was bound to influence President Chissano's
perception of his choices at that point in the negotiation.

Hume minimizes the power of the United Nations' participa
tion as a key factor for the negotiation's success. Without the
United Nation's extensive involvement in the negotiation process
there would have been no conflict resolution. As an external
force, the United Nations was responsible for overall supervision
of the peace process; verification of the cease fire and imple
mentation; and verification and monitoring of the entire demobi
lization process. As a powerful international actor, the United
Nations had an unique role and opportunity to make peace in the
country a viable possibility. This raises important questions
about the long-term viability of the agreement in Mozambique
after the United Nations pulls out of the country. In addition,
Hume omits mention of the impact of the United States' role in
the negotiations. During the peace process, United States
Ambassador Dennis Jett was noted for his unabashed support and
aggressive lobbying on behalf of RENAMO resulting in cash set
tlements from various western member nations of the United
Nations. (continued on page 9)
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Serving notice of eviction on...
as many as 7,000 old sculptures, paintings, artifacts and portraits of South Africa's past white rulers, legisla
tors had the apartheid regime's icons removed from the walls of parliament and replaced with a six-month
exhibition of the United Nations' "Art Against Apartheid", which is a to-year old collection of 94 works by
artists from around the world. The old art is being put in storage. (Boston Globe, 2/10/96; New York Times,
1118/96)

The world of the Coc8-Cola bottle
"The world of decorative arts, which used to be the world of great patrons, is now the world of the Coca
Cola bottle" -- Alan Borg, director of London's Victoria & Albert Museum (Mail & Guardian, 2/5/96)

Turning the clock back to apartheid...
Mandela accused SGR (Foundation for Equality before the Law), a foundation formed to protect Afrikaner
rights, of trying to turn the clock back to Afrikaner apartheid rule: "You should refuse to be drawn into pro
jects which send the message that Afrikanerdom today should be equated with defense of human rights vio
lations and... with the defense of white privilege in a sea of poverty, with opposition to democratic rule".
SGR, which intends to link Afrikaners from across the political spectrum, has accused Mandela of discrimi
nating against Afrikaners - in violation of the new interim constitution - during the government's investiga
tions into human rights abuses. (Boston Globe, 1/14/96)

Children at war
Archbishop Desmond Tutu said South African democrats took pride in the role played by children in the
fight against apartheid, but said they had done work that should have been done by adults: "Adults, in a dia
bolical way, are making children fight the wars they are too scared to fight themselves," (Reuters, 1/31/96)

Massaging egos
At the latest SADC meeting, Botswana's Vice-President Festus Mogae complained that Western donors had
been more interested in lecturing southern African states on what the donors had done in the past than in
looking to the future:" With so many elephantine egos to massage on the developed country side, one was
helpless to influence the structure of the meeting where interactive discussions were envisaged:' (Reuters,
2/2/96)

"African Madness"
is the dubious title of Thomas Friedman's op-ed piece in the New York Times, in which he says: "...in a
continent filled with senseless wars, the civil war in Angola stands out as the most senseless.... it's time for
the U.S. to be done with this man [Savimbi] once and for all. He represents nothing in the way of U.S. val
ues or interests.... Since neither logic nor the U.N. nor a free election seems able to stop the Angolan civil
war, we're going to have to do it the old fashioned way. That is for one side to win and for the other to lose,
and the quicker that happens the better off the Angolan people will be." Perhaps the article would have been
better titled American Arrogance. (New York Times, 1131/96)
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Book Review
(continued from page 7)
Power as a pivotal force in the Mozambican negotiation process
is hardly acknowledged by Hume. I suggest that the issue of
power was a major, if not the most significant factor, in the suc
cess of the Mozambique peace process. Given Hume's rigid
adherence to the Fisher/Ury model, the significant external con
tributions described above go unmentioned.

Hume avoids addressing certain historic antagonisms that
certainly affected the negotiation process. For example, the tem
pestuous relationship between the Catholic Church and the FRE
LIMO Government goes unmentioned. This information makes
the negotiation even more unusual as a case study because of the
lack of objectivity with which the Catholic Church entered the
process. Similarly, the long and involved relationship of Don
Jaime Gonsalves, Archbishop of Beira, Mozambique with REN
AMO is not reported. Gonsalves' relationship was certainly an
asset for getting RENAMO to the negotiating table, however, it
led to a pro-RENAMO orientation throughout Hume's account.
By not including sufficient background material, Hume mini
mizes RENAMO's past atrocities to the Mozambican people.

This lack of information sets up the FRELIMO
Government's resistance to acknowledging RENAMO as a legiti
mate political power as appearing particularly uncooperative. If
the reader was exposed to a more thorough review of the past,
maybe the FRELIMO Government's resistance would be more
understandable; the fact the negotiation process took place at all
would appear more remarkable; and important questions would
encourage continued debate about issues threatening the long-

term sustainability of the finalized agreement. In this respect, my
objection to Hume's account is that his biases negatively impact a
thorough understanding of this negotiation.

An additional major shortcoming to this book is Hume's
repeated insistence that the origins of the Mozambican war were
domestic in nature. There is a respected body of evidence to the
contrary. As a coastal country, an independent Mozambique was
a severe threat to South Africa's apartheid regime. This threat
was exacerbated with the independence of Zimbabwe, and as a
result RENAMO was created in 1977 and funded by South
Africa and United States conservatives with the sole purpose of
destabilizing the region. This evidence calls into question the
characterization of Mozambique's war as a "civil" war at any
point in its sixteen years. An uninformed reader of Mozambique
history would be misled by Hume's perpetuation of the myth
about the war's origins.

In the face of deep complexities, Hume would have main
tained a greater level of integrity in this case study by inviting the
reader to pursue a more in-depth exploration of preliminary
issues and the powerful forces surrounding the process. Hume's
insistence on neatly wrapping up an unfathomable tragedy and
tentative resolution minimizes the complexity of what took place.
The wide readership Home seeks, and the place of distinction
former Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs, Chester
Crocker claims the book deserves, would have been more likely
if Home had not relied exclusively on the Fisher/Ury negotiation
model.

Buy your copy of Mozambique. The Troubled Transition: From Socialist Construction to Free Market Capitalism,
by Hans Abrahamsson & Anders Nilsson. Zed Books, London, 1995. pp.285, $18.00
MSO is pleased to offer our readers this excellent book from Zed Press at the very favorable price of $18.00 each, including postage.
Please order your copies soon, as we have a limited supply. Prepaid orders with cheque or mQney order payable to MSO only.

Gifts for your activist friends: Malangatana T-shirts!
We at the MSO have just received a limited supply ofMozambican t-shirts with the art work of famed artist Malangatana.
The proceeds from these beautiful black, red and yellow t-shirts will support public information in Mozambique. T-shirts are
$22.50 including postage. Prepaid orders with cheques or money orders payable to MSO only.
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Farewell to Jean
By Bernice Powell Jackson.
As printed In Amsterdam News on 1/28/96
Someone said it better than I. Our values are misplaced. You
hear about the deaths of old sports and entertainment figures
who have abused their bodies, but those people who have devot
ed their lives to justice so that the lives of others might be better
get no lines in the newspapers or time on the television.

The world was a better place because Dr. Jean Sindab was
in it and some 800 people came to Riverside Church in New
York in the middle of a snowstorm to testify to her life of com
mitment to poor people, to oppressed people, to young people.
Young people came, Native Americans came, environmental
justice advocates came, Southern Africans came and many of her
friends and colleagues came to pay tribute to this gentle woman
with an uncompromising spirit.

Jean Sindab was an Africanist whose love for Mother Africa
was central to her own identity. Through her work at the World
Council of Churches, she was able to work for the liberation of
Black people throughout Southern Africa and for the eradication
of racism the world over.

Through her more recent work at the National Council of
Churches, Sindab became a leading voice in the environmental
justice movement. She helped Black churches understand the
impact of environmental racism on the lives of their communi
ties, and she clearly understood the link between living in
degraded physical environments, mass alienation and destructive
violence. Jean Sindab was also a vocal supporter of our youth
and one deeply concerned about the violence which threatens to
engulf them. She put together a program called "Things That
Make for Peace" and was an active participant in the Kansas
City gang summit.

Jean Sindab died at 51 of breast cancer. Another warrior for

Tuesday, February 20, 1996
To: The Jean Sindab Memorial Committee
From:MSO
"Though we cannot be there on Feb. 24, 1996 at the
People's Church, we will be there in spirit and, more
importantly, will continue working on the issues and
standing by the convictions that Jean Sindab repre
sented. We are also sending a contribution to the
Sisana Fund. A Luta Continual"

MOZAMBIQUE SOLIDARITY OFFICE
6 GOODRICH RD. 2
JAMAICA PLAIN, MA 02130-2005
(617) 983 2239

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
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justice felled during what should have been the prime of her
life. Another front line casualty in the war against racial, social
and economic injustice.

We seldom talk about the price one pays for being on the
front lines in the battles. We seldom talk about the early deaths,
the nervous breakdowns, the health problems of facing into the
winds of injustice and power. But they are clearly there and we
as a community need to acknowledge them. And then we need
to do something about it.

We need to take better care of our leaders. We need to
embrace them, to support them, to demand that they take care
of themselves physically, mentally and spiritually. We need to
encourage our leaders to stop smoking and to find the time for
exercise in the madness of the world. We need to make sure
that our men on the front lines watch their blood pressure and
their diets and have prostate cancer tests. We need to make sure

Being a drum major forJustice Is full of
stress... It means speaklng difficult words to
power. It means putting your life on the line,
sometimes In not so obvious ways.

that our women on the front lines have mammograms.
It seems that I've lost a lot of folks I love and respect to can

cer. Indeed, African-Americans have the highest overall age
adjusted cancer incigence and mortality rate of any group in the
U.S. Black women are more likely than white women to die
from breast cancer and Black men are more likely to die from
prostate cancer, for instance.

Cancer, I am told, is a relationship between a host and an
invader. There are number of factors which impact how your
body reacts to that invader, and clearly, heredity, environment,
social and nutritional factors all have a part to play in cancer. So
do racism and stress.

Being a drum major for justice is full of stress. It means
being sensitive to the plight of those who are oppressed. It
means speaking difficult words to power. It means putting your
life on the line, sometimes in not so obvious ways.

Tell someone you respect, someone who is on the front lines
for justice, that you care. Make sure that they take care of them
selves. We cannot afford to lose many more Jean Sindabs. We
can't afford to lose many more drum majors for justice.
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